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General Manager
Dan Gallina 

A Legend –
About To Retire
By Dan Gallina – General Manager

continued pg 2

I had the distinct honour and pleasure of working
with Bruce Cake for over 6 years in the tiny DYC
office, and I got to know him well. There can be
no secrets when operating in such a confined
space, and I can tell you that Bruce is indeed a
dedicated and capable employee who has served
this Club with distinction for more than 25 years.
In January of this year, on his 78th birthday,
Bruce decided it was time to retire – and it was a
sad day for me because I have enjoyed working
with him, and have benefitted enormously from
his incredible corporate knowledge. I will miss
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him for sure. I thought it fitting to do an interview with him so that those who don’t know
him as well as I do, can get a glimpse of a great man.

Dan: Bruce, how did you first become associated with the Dartmouth Yacht Club?
BRUCE: It was my dream to build a boat and sail away south. Not uncommon. Like so many
before me, I sent away for a Roberts plan, received it and studied them for a long time. In
the meantime, I got word of a 46’ ketch in Mahone Bay. I put on my best pair of rose tinted
glasses and had a look. I could see the potential, made an offer, applied to join DYC, which
was accepted, bought the boat, towed it to Chester for Stevens’s boatyard to have a look
and to make seaworthy to tow to DYC. This was April, 1984.

Dan: How then did you go from being a member to becoming staff?
BRUCE: About 3 years after joining the club I retired from the Navy. Don Backman,
Commodore at the time, approached me to see if I might be interested in working in the
office as there was no administrative staff at that time and payroll, accounting, invoices, etc
were being done by volunteers. Having some experience in administration after 32 years as
an Administrative Clerk, I agreed and have been working ever since.

Dan: Over the many years working in the office, you must have seen a lot of
changes at DYC. Can you tell us about the changes that are most prominent in
your mind?
BRUCE: From an office point of view, it was moving from a hand written accounting system
to the computer systems used today…Creation of a data base for member information –
boat, size, marina, addresses, seniority and about 10 other fields of data that are used in the
day to day operation of the club…Designing the marina board, wait list made it much easier
to show members where they were at. The advent of acquiring a Marine Travel Lift put the
club in a league of its own, being the only club to have this facility in metro. Hurricane Juan



was another significant event that
affected all DYC members but in the
end was a blessing in disguise with a
new marina being installed. The last
significant event was the hiring of
our present Manager who has
instilled professionalism in all staff
and the work we do.

Dan: You have done so much for
the Club over the years…can
you tell me about one of your
many accomplishments that was
particularly gratifying to you?
BRUCE: The designation of
“Secretary” and the responsibilities
associated with that title have been a
highlight of my time here. Being able
to research and find the paper work
that has been generated over the
years when asked to find the
background on current undertakings.

Dan: Did you think that you
would still be working after
your 78th birthday?
BRUCE: Never gave it much thought
but did realize that enough is
enough and after 60 year in the
workforce, it was time to spend some
time with family. I look forward to
serving on a volunteer basis as
requested by Management should an
opportunity arise.

Dan: A life member, having
climbed to the first page of the
Membership Book Seniority List,
how did you find balancing
being a member with being an
important member of the staff?
BRUCE: I have always tired to
separate my life as a member and my
life as an employee. I like to think
that this was accomplished. I am
looking forward to being a more
active member in the future.

Dan: I hope we continue to see
you regularly as a Life Member,
but from your staff perspective,
is there anything you would like
to say 
to the Membership?
BRUCE: Thank you for allowing me to
serve you to the best of my ability.
Having served under 10
Commodores, each making a
significant contribution in moving this
club forward, it was my pleasure to
have served as Secretary/
Administrator. Being the one who
sends out the invoices and chases
after the delinquent accounts, I was
just doing my job, not trying to win a
popularity contest.

Dan: On behalf of the entire
membership, past and present,
and the staff who you have
supported so faithfully, I thank
you very sincerely for the
monumental effort you have
made at keeping this Club
moving forward.
BRUCE: Thank you, you’re most
welcome.
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Club Hours
The DYC office is open Monday to

Friday 8am to 5pm.

Tender Service/
Fuel Dock Hours

Closed for winter – open May 2015
(working hours/days only)

Watch Weekly News e-mail for
details on full opening

Call for Service on VHF ch 68 
or 468-9273

Bar Hours
Winter Hours until 

Tues, May 12:
Mon: Closed
Tues: Closed
Wed: Closed
Thurs: Closed
Fri: 4-11pm

Sat: 11am -10pm
Sun: 11am – 7pm

Summer hours begin 
Wed, May 13 as follows:

Mon: 4-10pm
Tues: Closed
Wed: 4-11pm
Thurs: 4-10pm
Fri: 4-11pm

Sat: 11am -10pm
Sun: 11am – 7pm

General
Information

As is customary, at the DYC Annual
General Meeting on January 29th,
2015, New Commodore Rob Taylor
presented the previous Commodore,
Grant Gordon with an expression of
appreciation for the outstanding
work he did as Commodore from 1
November 2012 until 31 October
2014.  The membership gave Grant
a standing ovation in appreciation.

Grant Gordon – Past Commodore
By Dan Gallina
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The New Management Committee took
office on 1 November 2015 and have
been working hard to live up to the high
standards set by previous committees

Accomplished

New Budget: The first significant
action of the Management Committee
was to develop and present a budget,
which the membership approved.

New Clubhouse Furniture: At the
request of several who use the
Clubhouse furniture on a regular basis
and were weary of the pain associated
with sitting in it, new sofas and chairs
were purchased.

Enhanced Recycling Program:
We’re now doing paper, plastics and
cardboard, building upon the
collection of hazardous materials
program started in 2010.

Entertainment Events: The
membership has enjoyed collaborative
efforts of members and the Committee
at the Rear Commodore Awards Night,
the Yankee Christmas Party, the
Dockside Pub (December and
February), the New Year’s Day Levee,
Valentines Day celebration, St Patty’s
Day and the German Night TGIF

Boat Show: Another successful
showing by DYC at the Halifax Boat
Show in February. The booth was well-
manned by volunteers.

Travel Lift Improvements: We are
fitting a brand new engine for the
travel lift along with the regular
maintenance that allows it to operate

safely and dependably.

Bar: With great bar staff and a fine
selection of products, we instituted free
munchies, and of course, bendy straws
which were in great demand! Stay
tuned for future additions.

Dealing With Winter Weather: The
Yard Staff have done a great job
dealing with the horrible and unusual
weather of this winter

Working On

Revision And Simplification Of
Dues And Fees: Management
Committee is tackling an issue that has
a long history of criticism, but this one
takes time. Hoping to have a working
policy before next boating year begins
1 November 2015.

Formalizing Marina Maintenance
Plan: Although regular maintenance
has been done on the marina and
chains since installation, a plan is being
formulated to involve outside expertise
to ensure the longevity of this most
important asset to the Club.

Mooring Field Maintenance: We
are starting a replacement program for
the mooring field balls and chains to
ensure the continued safety of that
facility.

Dinghy Dock: This spring, we sill
install an addition to the service dock
that will be able to accommodate more
dinghies.

Yard/Swamp Fill In: Paperwork has
been re-submitted to gain permission

to fill in part of the swamp on the
north of our property to give more
room.

New Clubhouse Research: The New
Clubhouse Committee meets regularly
to refine the proposal and meet the
requirements of HRM for development.
They are getting close to being able to
present a plan to membership.

Technology Upgrade: A new position
on Management Committee was
established to deal with upgrading the
Club’s Technology. It includes improving
the Wi-Fi, replacing the office computers
and upgrading software, and improving
the power availability in the office.
Working on a new website design that
will more adequately reflect our needs.

Bruce’s Retirement: Working on a
proper and fitting send-off for a valued
employee.

New Race Committee Boat: The
search continues for a new boat.

First Quarter with The New
Management Committee By Rob Taylor

Summer Storage – Charge & Rebate
By Bruce Cake

The office continues to receive
questions regarding the $245.00
charged for Summer Storage when it is
their intention to take the boat away to
their own moorings or docks in the

summer.  To clarify this, all persons not
on a marina or at a mooring are
automatically charged Summer Storage
in the February invoice.  If you leave
before 01 May, you are asked to advise

the office at which time your account
will be credited with the $245.00.  The
onus is on the member to advise when
you leave. (Note: for this year, the date
is extended to 15 May)



“Our supplier confirmed to me in
writing that there is zero ethanol
content in the fuel we use at DYC.” –
Dan Gallina, General Manager,
Dartmouth Yacht Club.

As a boat owner, and member of
DYC, why is this information
important to you? Well, there are
several reasons, but in order to fully
understand the implications, one must
first understand what ethanol is.

Ethanol is non-fossil fuel derived from
corn, sugarcane, or wheat. It has been
blended with gasoline since the
1980’s. As a renewable fuel that burns
clean, increases fuel efficiency, and
reduces green-house emissions, it
makes sense that suppliers are adding
it to fuel. It also reduces costs at the
pump, which few would complain
about. In fact, there are very few
gasoline retailers that do not sell
ethanol blended fuels.  

Despite these positives, however,
there are negatives associated with
using ethanol blended gasoline. For
vehicles from 2007 or newer, ethanol
is typically not an issue, but ethanol
can be particularly damaging to
marine or small engines equipment
(consider your lawnmowers, snow
blowers, and chainsaws). This is due
to the fact that ethanol is a powerful
solvent that can “dissolve fiberglass
fuel tanks [and]…also reacts with fuel
filters and carburetors

(bellperformance.com). Ethanol is also
hygroscopic, meaning it attracts water
and absorbs it. Because condensation
in fuel tanks is common, ethanol can
lead to engine problems due to
“water contamination or fuel phase
separation” (bellperformance.com). 

So, as a boat owner, what do you
need to consider when fuelling up?
First, be aware of where your fuel is
coming from. At DYC, our provider
confirms we are providing ethanol
free fuel which will aid in prolonging
the life and the enjoyment of your
boat. Second, be aware of gassing up
at other marinas and inquire about
the fuel they are supplying. 

Perhaps the simplest action one can
take is to add a quality fuel treatment
for ethanol. There are many to choose
from and they will act as insurance
against possible damage from ethanol.
In addition, keep up
with regular
maintenance and you
should be able to head
off costly engine
troubles.

"The Damaging Effects
of Ethanol in Your Boats
Fuel." The Damaging
Effects of Ethanol in Your
Boats Fuel. 28 Mar.
2014. Web. 14 Mar.
2015.

Ruffman, Mag. "Gas Action." The
Chronicle Herald. 10 Nov. 2011. Web.
14 Mar. 2015
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DYC Fuel Ethanol Free  By Tom Engram, Gas Dock & Yard Management
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We trust that by the time you read this,
your spring payment for the Boating
Fee, Marina Fee, Marina Surcharge, or
Mooring Lease and Tender Service, or
Summer Storage is well in hand and
the cheque is in the mail! Response so
far has been pretty good; we hope that
the consequences of late payment will
not have to be applied. Enough of the
mother- hood stuff.

This scribe (old Navy term for writer)
would like to take this opportunity to
say a few words on a personal note.
This will be the last “Notes from the
Office” authored by myself as my
retirement is now eminent (mid
April/mid May). It has been my
honour to have served in an
administrative capacity, first as the
Club’s Secretary and than as the
Office Administrator over the last 25
years. Over this period of time, I have
worked under 10 Commodores, each
making a significant contribution that
has made this club what it is today.
From a budget of $350K to one that
is now over a million, we’ve come a
long way. I like to think that my
dedication has made a positive
difference. It has been an interesting
25 years dealing with some 400
personalities, but hopefully all, or at
least most have been satisfied with
the service provided. Being the person
who sends out the bills does not lend
itself to a lot of ‘’at-a-boy’ comments!
I look forward to helping, on a
volunteer bases, in any way that
management may find fit.

Notes From
The Office
By Bruce Cake

Well folks, what a winter it has been,
and as I am writing this – still is! I’m
happy to say that throughout this long,
drawnout winter season, the marina
has survived well with minimal ice
damage. Just a few pods under fingers
at the ends of B and D docks shifted
out of place during the extremely cold
temps we experienced in Feb. This will
all be cleared up by our capable yard
staff as soon as they thaw out…the
pods I mean. The bubbler system
worked overtime this year to keep up.
The second compressor had to be
started a few times to boost the
pressure to combat the long -15 to -20
deg temperatures we had.

This spring the diving inspection will
be carried out in early May instead of
late March for obvious reasons. At this
time we will replace two chains which
broke during last summer as well as
any which may have broken during
this winter. Adjusting of some of the
chains will be done as well. No other
large projects are planned at this time

for the marina. We will be installing
two new portable safety ladders in the
spring and two more later on in the
summer. The one we have now has
been used quite a few times with
success every time so the addition of
the new ones will make access to
them in a hurry much easier.

The mooring field will receive some
extra attention this year. All the
mooring chains will be inspected as
usual but we expect that a large
number will be starting to wear. Those
showing any heavy deterioration will
be replaced. There will also be fifteen
new mooring buoys of a different
design installed. The mooring chain
will be able to be pulled up through
the ball to hopefully make it easier to
attach a line.

So these are the plans for the marina
this Spring, should we ever get to see
a Spring this year. Let’s all hope that
the summer will be a nice long hot
one to help us forget the winter past.
See you on the water.

Spring Marina Report
By Steve Waller, Fleet Capt. Power

Brian Dicks Prize Winning
Photo from the Halifax boat
show titled “Relaxing at DYC”
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The Dockside Pub  
By Dan Gallina, Photos by Les Reece
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The membership was treated to a fantastic evening at the Club, thanks to Les Reece who took it upon himself to
organize something a little different from the traditional TGIF – it involved seductive blue lighting throughout, some
beautiful live guitar music provided by Dave & Francis (professionals!), a floor packed with tables and yet a bit of room
for dancing, table service from the bar and a lot more. The photos tell the real story, and a big thanks goes out to Les
Reece for his efforts.
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Spring is sprung, the grass is riz, I
wonder where the birdies is - or so
sayeth the old kids rhyme. (I guess the
birdies is wondering why so much
snow is still around.)

Regardless of the date or actual
weather outside when you read this,
spring and the inevitable rite of boat
preparations for summer are, or soon
will be, upon us. We hope! With that
in mind here are a few reminders
intended to keep you and those
around you safe at DYC this spring.

On the Docks
As this is being written there are still
dangerous conditions around. With
luck the snow and icy conditions are
gone for the season, or will be soon,
but in the meantime, be careful going
onto the docks. Make sure they are
not slippery with ice or frost or even
morning dew. If your boat has been in
the water through the winter,
continue to check your dock lines as
they could well have chafed and
succumb to the high winds of spring.
Most importantly, remember: Falling
into the water in winter could be fatal,
and just because the calendar says it's
spring, the water is not warm enough
to go swimming, and an accidental
dunking could be a real heart stopper!

Around Boats in the Yard
One of these days the snow between
the boats in the yard will turn to ice
and the ice will eventually melt. Until
that happens walking between boats
could lead to nasty slips, falls and
injury. Varying temperatures can easily
melt the snow during the day and
then form ice at night. Be careful
where and how you walk around the
yard. There could even be ice on top
of a boat cover out of site and just
waiting to melt enough to slide off as
you're walking by.

Masts
There are still some masts on the racks
that have antennae and other
attachments on them that should
have been removed. Also, as spring
eventually rolls into summer weather,

people will be out re-attaching
antennae and other bits and pieces to
their masts, some right at eye level on
the racks. Be careful as you walk
amongst them.

Jack Stands
As the frost in the ground thaws there
are bound to be stands that loosen.
Even with wood under them they can
sink into the gravel to varying degrees
and the buffeting by the wind only
increases the chances that some
stands will have to be tightened up.
So they still have to be checked
regularly for the affects of wind and
temperature changes. It's still your
boat and your responsibility to make
sure it doesn't fall over!

Cradles
It's not just jackstands that can be
affected by wind, temperature
changes and frost heaves. Cradles can
be too. Check yours, and if it appears
to be leaning excessively let the yard
staff know so it can be jacked up and
set right before it affects your boat -
or others.

Ladders
You will probably use a ladder to
access your boat this spring.
Remember to anchor it firmly on the
ground and make sure it's not on an
icy patch, sloped so much the bottom
could slide out, or too close to vertical
so it could fall over backwards when
you're on it. Then, the first time you
climb it, tie the top to something so it
can't fall over (and no-one can take it
when you're on the boat and not
looking). Lock up your ladder when
you're not using it so it doesn't get
'borrowed' or used to access someone
else's boat.

Heaters
Unattended heaters are not to be left
on boats. If you're working on your
boat and it's still cold outside, by all
means warm it up inside while you're
in there. But, do not leave a heater on
in your boat when you're not there.
One member did at DYC not so long
ago, and it started a serious fire on

board that resulted in the complete
destruction of the boat and damage
to others.

Shrink Wrap
When you eventually unwrap your
boat, please gather up all the bits of
shrink wrap, cord, tape, etc, roll it up
into a bundle tied with the cords that
held it around the boat, and take it to
the big dumpster beside the
maintenance garage. If it's too heavy
to lift into the dumpster you should
have tied it into smaller bundles, but
leave it beside the dumpster and one
of our burly yard staff will get it in for
you.

Ready for Launch
When you finally schedule your
launch, make sure you and your boat
are ready! Nothing is more
aggravating to the yard staff and
fellow members who are launching on
the same day, than to have the whole
day's launch schedule buggered up by
one guy who isn't fully ready when his
time comes. In many cases the yard
staff have to move other boats to get
to yours and that takes time and effort
that is wasted if you're not ready.
Make sure your engine has been run
and will start when you get into the
water so you can happily sail out of
the camber without undue delay for
the next guy waiting to get his boat
in. Have your dock lines and fenders
ready too. When you get to your slip
remember there could be frost or dew
on the dock making it slippery, so be
careful getting off the boat and tying
it up. Be early, be ready, be safe, and
don't be rushed.

Be a Good Neighbour
Whenever you're going to your boat,
whether to just check on it, work on
it, or to actually launch it, have a
good look around at other boats in
the area near yours as well, and if you
see anything amiss, tell someone - the
GM, yard staff or the boat owner who
might be affected.

Think Safety and Be Safe!

A Few Spring Safety Reminders By Bob Stewart - MC Safety
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Bold Spaces, Timeless Design and Captivating Architecture

Two amazing ways to enjoy the 

Contact us to learn more!      902-877-7766 |  Rentals@harbourisle.ca

39 SEAPOINT ROAD, DARTMOUTH

Stunning Views of the DYC

a waterfront community like none other

www.harbourisle.ca  
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Did you know there is a manual of DYC written policies - all
30 of them at present? Well there is and it's available to all
on the DYC website.

Each policy starts with the date it was approved in its final
form and its history or origin - verifiable in the minutes of
meetings where it was developed. 

The policy statement starts with: "It is Dartmouth Yacht
Club policy that:” leading to a concise statement of the
policy. Following that there is a description of the rational
behind it and/or examples of how it's implemented.

As it says in the manual Preface, "It is a living document in
that the policies herein will surely be amended and new ones
will be created as time goes on and circumstances change."

The Management Committee volunteers are elected to set
Club policies and therefore have the duty to keep them and
the manual current as policies are cancelled, amended or
added.  Each time there is a policy change the date of the
change is shown on the manual's cover. As I write this the

most recent version on the website is dated 12 August
2014, but new ones are being developed for boat sheds
and abandoned cradles now and others affecting Club dues
and fees are being studied every month. Stay tuned for
more on that.

The manual Preface goes on to say: "In order to promote
harmony in the Club all members should be aware of Club
policies, and this manual is designed to make that
possible." 

There is some interesting stuff in there, so if you haven't
had a look recently, get informed and check it out. It's on
the Club website under General Information/ Policies.

By the way, any member may suggest changes to Club
policy by letter to the Club Commodore through the
General Manager or through the Suggestion Box in the
clubhouse which is checked at every Management
Committee meeting. Signed suggestions are given written
responses after they are reviewed.

Policies of DYC  By Bob Stewart MC - Policy & By-Laws
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THE UNDISPUTED  
LEADER IN   
ALL-INCLUSIVE  
EXCELLENCE

Sandals Resorts offers more 
quality inclusions than any other 
resorts on the planet.  

Whether you are planning a  
romantic getaway, celebrating  
a destination wedding or looking  
for a spectacular golf, dive, spa  
or culinary adventure, we have  
the resort that’s right for you.

Indulge in the best of the Carib-
bean with personal butler service 
in luxurious accommodations, 

exquisite culinary dishes and 
unlimited premium brand drinks 
at up to 15 restaurants per resort, 
Red Lane spas, and unlimited 
land and watersports. 

With the combination of incredible 
choices and exceptional quality, 
Sandals gives you everything 
you’d expect and far more than 
you ever dreamed of. JAMAICA    

ANTIGUA    

SAINT LUCIA    

BAHAMAS    

GRENADA   

BARBADOS

WHAT MEMORIES ARE MADE OF       

Beaches luxury resorts for families 
offer the ultimate get together get-
away. From amazing dining choices 
and top-tier family-sized suites, a 
relaxing Red Lane spa and supervised 
activities at our Kids Camp and  
special programs for tweens and 
teens, Beaches makes sure you can 
do your own thing and the family 
thing. It’s the ultimate family reunion 
– Caribbean style.

JAMAICA  TURKS & CAICOS

®

dhanuska@thedestinationexperts.com

1-866-899-8969 ext. 244
Denise Hanuska
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POSITION: 23 38.29N 75 54.75W

On March 4th it was finally time to
head south for our second try. Two
days earlier we had left Pirate Beach
and when rounding Harvey Cay we ran
head long into four foot seas and
moderate winds from the south.
Enough of this crap so we just turned
around and went back to Staniel Cay
Yacht Club. Since it was Joan’s birthday
anyway, this was a good chance for us
all to give her a little party and some
relaxation (what… more?) around the
pool for a couple days.

FINALLY, the winds turned to the south
east on the 6th so it was time to go. It
was only a short seventeen miles to our
first anchorage at Musha Cay where we
were still sheltered on the west side of
the banks. Besides, by the time we
arrived passing Cave Cay Cut in early
afternoon, the rage was in full swing
with a minimum 7-8 foot seas in the Cut
so we just kept on going past.

Musha Cay is a private island owned by
David Copperfield. His large house is
well hidden on the hilltop among a lot
of palm trees and other growth. The
beach that we anchored off was
beautiful, lush and provided a very
tropical setting as you can see.

We anchored parallel to the beach.
Each boat anchored and we rafted up
to each other. Since the current would

be changing directions during the
night we ran out our spare anchor as a
stern anchor so that we didn’t end up
on the beach before we woke up in the
morning.

The sand flats to the south of us
provided great protection from the
waves and actually deflected the current
out around us enough that we weren’t
bothered by it.

On Saturday morning March the 7th the
weather outside was a lot calmer so we
got up early and departed the
protection of the Bahamas Bank and out
into Exuma Sound where we were open
to the Atlantic Ocean. Cave Cay Cut was
calm as the tide was now slack.

We now had a twenty five mile run
down to Emerald Bay.

Once out on the sound it was pretty
good. However, for the first two hours
were pretty bumpy but after that the
seas calmed down to about two and a
half feet so it was pretty comfortable.

Time to put out the fishing rods!! We
got a pretty good strike and the line ran
off the reel at lightning speed, but by
the time Ron could get to the rod to set
the hook the fish had spit it out. Oh
well, we saved the fishery once again.

You see all kinds of odd things when you
cruise. Here we passed what looked like
a nice power boat but it had a mast and
boom on each end. They were actually
flying a small spinnaker...

Take a look at this one. There’s still hope
for the power boaters out there.

Over the past few years we’ve avoided
the Marina at Emerald Bay because we
were told that it was a very tight entrance
and it was rolly at the docks. Well, were
we in for a surprise. The entrance was a

little tight… for a 200 foot mega yacht,
but once inside we were directed to the
west channel to tie along the wall on the
floating docks. PERFECT! What a well
protected place this is.

The floating cement docks were easy to
tie to and were high enough that it
made boarding very easy. We call this
the Canadian Dock because all the
sailboats along here are Canadian.

Now for the best part….. The docks
along the wall are the 50 cent docks.
That’s fifty cents per foot per night or for
us a mere $22.50 per night. They have
no water or electricity but we can live
with that. If you wanted all that then you
could tie up at the $2.75 per foot docks.

Along with a dock you got FREE WiFi,
FREE laundry, FREE showers, FREE crew
lounge and FREE transportation to the
nearest liquor store. What else could you
ask for? There was a three night
minimum stay.

Emerald Bay, Great Exuma Island By by Ron and Jan Sabadash
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On the way up to the office we passed
by these beauties.

The crew lounge was beautifully fitted
out. 50 inch TV, Air conditioned, Library,
Pool table room, bar and dining room.
This place really is top notch.

Our first night there and it was time for
the Monday night “Happier Hour”. The
bar was loaded with food and rum punch
all courtesy of the marina as a thank you
to the cruisers for coming here.

LOOK AT THIS STUFF!! ALL FREE TO
BOOT!! About 70 folks arrived.

Remember, we only paid fifty cents a foot.
Thank you so much Emerald Bay Marina.

After two days of “boat maintenance” it
was time to rent a car and do some
exploring. We also needed groceries as
Ron’s sister and brother-in-law are
arriving next week. Our first day took us

to George Town for a whirlwind tour
(because we would be coming back the
next day) and Jon needed to get his
propane tank filled. After a brief two
times around the town we headed south
to Williams Town where we would be
south of the “Tropic of Cancer” and to
celebrate with a great lobster lunch and
a cold beer at Santana’s Bar & Grill.

Just look at the colour of the water ….
mmmmmmm!

Next store was Mom’s Bakery where we
loaded up on fresh breads and desserts. I
think we bought one of everything.

On the way back north to George Town
we passed the Salt Marker which looked
like a pillar from the Parthenon in
Greece. It was constructed in the late
18th century by a John Darrell, a Loyalist
who spotted the salt marshes while on a
whaling trip.

There is an old, rusty original cannon
mounted beside the marker to alert salt
ships when they were nearby.

Just north of Williams Town on the Kings
Highway we came across this very
narrow one way bridge. In the middle of
it was a huge single gear that is
accompanied by a long wooden handle.
This is used to raise the single section
like a bascule bridge in order to allow a
boat to pass under the bridge. I guess
the captain has to swim ashore to open
turn the manual gear.

For those of you who think that this is a
lush furtile land, may I show you the
hardship they endure trying to grow
their crops on solid coral with a slight bit
of soil covering it…. With little or no
water, the corn in this field won’t yield
much but it’s enough to survive.

The original plantation owners
attempted to grow cotton as an industry
but the soil conditions did not make for
any growing conditions. Occasionally
you see the odd cotton plant alongside
the road.

A lot of boats are still in George Town
because the wind hasn’t dropped below
25-35 knots in over three weeks to
provide a suitable window to head
further south to the Caribbean Islands.

Here you can see the mail boat making
its way down to Georgetown against the
high seas.

After a couple beers, hot sun, and beside
tranquil waters, some people will do just
about anything. We just couldn’t find a
minister to renew our vows. At least we
dressed alike.

So it was back to the metropolis of
Georgetown then on to Emerald Bay we
go to finish our day.
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(Editor’s note:  Debbie Dalziel did her
Junior Sailing here at DYC and achieved
her Bronze V in 2000.  she now lives in
Australia, and tells us about another
sailing adventure!)

We were in a whirl of colour, noise and
salt water. There were yachts
everywhere vying for a favoured spot
off the start line. It was now less than
10 minutes to the start of the iconic
race – one that the twelve sailors on
Khaleesi, including me, had prepared
for over the last few months.

The day had started calm, slightly
overcast but warm. We knew it
wouldn’t stay that way. A 25-30 knot
southerly change was predicted to hit
Sydney harbour at around 1pm, the
same time the 70th annual Sydney to
Hobart race was to begin. The media
had been raising spectator anticipation
for days, with hopes of an exhilarating
spinnaker start before the yachts passed
the marks laid at the north tip of South
Head and turned south to start the 697
nautical mile race to Hobart.

Media hopes for a harbour painted
with colourful spinnakers weren’t to be.
The predicted front did hit Sydney
harbour about 30 minutes before the
start of the race - churning up the
waters already unsettled by the myriad
of participating yachts and spectator
boats – but the wind was too far east
to see more than the occasional over-
strapped asymmetrical or code zero
flown off the start.

With 117 yachts starting the race, the
normal two start lines had been
expanded to three. As one of the mid-
fleet boats (Khaleesi is a DK46) we
were starting off the ‘B’ or centre start
line. Coming up for what we thought
was going to be a perfect start, a
competitor pushed in below us,
ignoring our shouts of “don’t go in
there” and “we’re coming down,” it
was too late – they had pushed us over
the start line by no more than a second
or two. Unsure if we were actually over
or not – but not wanting to arrive in
Hobart several days later only to find
out we had been disqualified – we
turned around, rounded the start boat
and were off. It was some consolation
to know the boat that pushed us over

also had to go back. No
one was keen to spend
hours in a protest room
when we reached
Hobart, where there is
always plentiful rum on
hand, so we decided
not to put up the
protest flag.

The start was
exhilarating, and all of
the pre-start nerves
quickly melted away as I
was concentrating on
the job at hand.
Negotiating our way out
of the cramped harbour we managed
to make up a few places by the time
we reached the turning mark at South
Head, the last mark of the course until
we reached Tasman Island and the
Southern Ocean. The start of the race
always draws an impressive spectator
fleet, both on the water and crowding
the harbour’s expansive foreshore. To
ensure the racing yachts don’t get
tangled up with spectators an
exclusion zone is set for the race
course, and heavily patrolled. Even so, I
saw a few close calls as the racing
yachts lifted up trying to get the inside
advantage at the top mark.

As we left the harbour numerous
spectator boats followed. The maxis
were already off in the distance with
media and photography helicopters
buzzing around like flies. The water
was getting choppy due to the strong
front, and the wind strength continued
to increase. The Eastern Australian
Current runs most of the way down
the east coast of the continent,
bringing with it the warm waters of the
north.  This time of year the current is
exceptionally strong, and against the
southerly winds that meant a steep
chop quickly built up.

Our first night’s sail down the coast was
uneventful, but not particularly
comfortable with head winds of 25 –
35 knots and a choppy, confused sea.
We knew the forecast was for following
winds the next day, so we all happily
settled into the routine of the watch
system and waited for the downwind
fun to start.

That night I slept on the rail for my first
off-watch. Earlier we had a cooking
incident and some of the food had
been burnt; in a confined space the
smoke, combined with the motion of
the yacht over the choppy seas was a
little more than my stomach could
handle. With limited sleeping spaces
down below on the port side of the
boat (we all had to sleep to port as we
were head-to-wind on a port tack),
someone had to sleep on the rail and I
quite happily volunteered. For my
second off-watch in the early hours of
the morning I grabbed a prime bunk
space and dozed off into a deep sleep,
only interrupted by the occasional
crash off a particularly large wave.

I have always found sleeping out to sea
a rather interesting experience. I’m
naturally a deep sleeper and generally
don’t have any trouble getting (or
staying) asleep, but whether it’s the
hot, cramped conditions, moving and
crashing around or the irregular sleep
patterns, I’ve always experienced the
weirdest most vivid dreams during
these times. Many of my crewmates
have stated experiencing the same, so I
can only presume it’s the conditions we
put ourselves under that are the cause.

Waking up on the second day of the
race, I found the weather and sea state
had completely changed. There was a
small residual swell left over from the
night before, but the wind had died out
and the sea was extremely calm. It was a
lovely, warm morning, and had we been
on a cruise I’m sure everyone would
have been relaxing and enjoying
themselves immensely. Except, this

Sidney to Hobart Race, Australia By Debbie Dalziel
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wasn’t a cruise, we were racing and hell-
bound to get to Hobart as quickly as we
could. Bobbing around in one to two
knots of breeze was not helping this.
Our only saving factor was that
overnight we had positioned ourselves in
the midst of the current, which was still
flowing strongly towards the south,
carrying us forward at a knot or two
pace – significantly more than we would
have been doing with the wind alone.

Eventually we saw a yacht in the
distance. It was behind us, but we
could see it was slowly closing in. This
wasn’t ideal, but at least it meant there
was wind filling in from the north. The
yacht (Duende – a larger yacht that
should have been ahead of us anyway
according to our IRC ratings)
eventually passed us, bringing with it
the first wisps of the northerly we had
been anticipating. It quickly filled in to
a solid 10-12 knots. The kite went up
and we were off.

We had been moving along quite
quickly for a few hours, doing about
nine knots on average, and I was up for
my second watch of the day when we
heard a loud tear. The trimmer was
frantically yelling “the kite’s ripped,
there’s a big tear,’” along with a few
choice expletives. I ran up to the bow
with a couple of my crewmates and we
quickly got it down. Looking at the
shredded material in my hand, I knew
there was no hope of fixing it. This was
our S2 spinnaker (the larger of the two
symmetrical spinnakers on-board) and
the ideal sail for the conditions – which
were to last for the next 24 hours – but
it was well beyond repair. There was
nothing to do but quickly get the
smaller S4 spinnaker up and keep going.

The next 48 hours were much of the
same. The northerly stayed in, building
over that time until we were seeing
consistent winds of 25 knots and gusts
up to 35 knots on the third night. We
had put up our SSS (spinnaker stay sail)
during that time, but dropped it before
dark on the third night; the last thing
we needed with the building breeze was
too much sail up, especially a SSS that
would mean we couldn’t gybe or take
down the kite in a hurry if required.

I was asleep in the top bunk when I
woke up suddenly to find that we were
on our side. The boat had broached in
a strong gust (at the stage we were

travelling at about 16 knots) and there
was a lot of yelling up on deck. One of
the guys jumped up to help, and I
stood at the ready. Soon a sodden kite
was dropped down to be re-packed as
quickly as possible so it could be put
back up and we would get going.

This was the worst broach we
encountered that night, but after that I
slept out on the bench in the main
cabin in case I was needed in a hurry. A
couple of times a wet spinnaker was
thrown down on me to be packed,
while the JT (jib top) was hoisted in its
place. I must have been exhausted
because one of these times I slept
through having the wet sail dumped
on top of me, and eventually awoke to
find two of the guys were folding the
sail which was still in a heap on top of
me. When I asked in somewhat of a
daze what was happening, I was
quickly instructed to go back to sleep.
Even though I was covered with a wet
sail that wasn’t too hard!

The morning of the 29th I had the first
watch off. I knew we were closing in
on Tasman Island, but, still having a full
day to go I decided to get as much
sleep as I could. When I got up mid-
morning and came up on deck, we
were just getting our first glimpses of
the east coast of Tasman Island,
southeast Tasmania. Most of the race
south we had stuck quite far to the
east, so although we had been in line
with the Tasmanian coast for quite
some time, this was the first time we
were in sight of land.

The southern coastline of Tasmania is
magnificent – dramatic and beautiful,
with a wild and temperamental nature.
The wildlife is extraordinary, with
hundreds of dolphins, fur seals,
albatross and myriads of other birds. It
needs to be respected as much as it’s
admired, and we were about to learn
that well.

The crew of Khaleesi was very
experienced, with a number of the
crew members having done the big
race multiple times. From the start we
had talked about the area of the ocean
just to the south of Tasman Island. It
has a reputation for taking yachts by
surprise, and earlier that race one of
the maxi yachts had been dis-masted
in that very spot. Coming up to the
point where we would turn the south-

eastern corner of Tasman Island and
pass the southern coast, we decided to
play it safe. The spinnaker came down
and JT went up. All hands were on
deck by this point - it was ‘regatta
sailing’ from here to the end.

It turns out we hadn’t played it safe
enough. With a northerly wind we
expected the southern side of Tasman
Island wouldn’t throw as big of a punch
as it usually does. We were wrong.
When we came around the corner we
experienced winds of 30 knots gusting
up to 45. That wouldn’t have been a
problem with a different sail choice, but
the JT wasn’t up to it, and we had a full
main up. Before a decision could be
made about a sail change, the choice
was made for us. In an instant the JT
was torn, flying out to the leeward side
and bringing with it the whole foil that
holds it on the forestay. 

A number of crew rushed to the bow
to start pulling in the sail. The job was
made harder by the inflexible foil still
attached to the luff, and the strong
gusts of wind trying incessantly to
throw the sail (and me along with it)
back into the ocean. After sawing off
the foil piece by piece, we were finally
able to get the sail down below, put up
the storm jib and reef the main. With
the boat under control we made our
way across the aptly named Storm Bay.
A bit of excitement for the end of the
race, we thought, but it wasn’t to be
the last.

After crossing Storm Bay, the race ends a
few miles up the Derwent River, in front
the town of Hobart (population around
200,000). The Derwent is notorious for
light winds and strong currents – often
carrying competitors in the wrong
direction. That wasn’t the case for us, as
we passed the historic Iron Pot landmark
we saw an ominous storm cloud up
ahead. Thinking we were about to get
very wet, we all insured our wet weather
gear was on and secure. 

The next thing we knew there was a
tremendous gust of icy cold wind and
Khaleesi was on her side being swept
backwards down the river, and towards
the shore. There was a small
powerboat close to us at the time this
happened and I could see them start to
follow us; it was obvious we were in
trouble. After a few minutes the wind
and waves that had built up in an
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instant must have been too much for
this bystander, and I saw the boat turn
around to take cover in the lee shore
on the other side of the river. No one
was paying attention to the wind
speed at the time, but someone
mentioned seeing 56 knots on the
speedometer - I reckon at the height it
was easily over 60 knots.

The call came to get the main down
and hoist the storm tri. This is no easy
task, as the trisail requires someone to
be hoisted up the mast and is a finicky
job at the best of times. Luckily we
already had the storm jib up due to our
earlier incident, but the full main was a
huge problem. We brought the sail
down, but before anyone was sent up
to start rigging the storm tri we could
see the worst of the wind had passed. It
was short lived, but looking at the faces
of all on-board I could tell everyone was
more than a little shook up. We
decided to go to a number two reef on
the main, and with that we regained
enough control to continue the race.

The winds had subsided from their
initial force, but we were still seeing 30
to 40 knots all the way up to the finish,
with areas gusting closer to 50. For the
next two hours we beat into the wind
to the finish line, which was now in
sight. It felt an eternity, but eventually
we were there. The call came that as
soon as we crossed we were not to
celebrate, but to get the sails down
and secure, and prepare to enter the
dock. The finish line is set as close into
the port town as possible and the
names of the finishing yachts are
announced to the throngs of people
who line the foreshore as they arrive.
This normally creates an exciting
atmosphere for the finish, but in the
current conditions it meant there
wasn’t a lot of room for error.

As we were led into our spot at
Constitution Dock I had a chance to
catch my breath and notice the crowds
cheering us in. Seeing all of the people
there to greet the arriving yachts, I
realised the gravity of the race we had

just completed. Although this year was
definitely not one of the hardest, the
race is by nature challenging, and
arriving at the finish line in one piece
(and having done fairly well) I started
to feel a sense of achievement.

Constitution dock was full of the usual
hustle and bustle, yachts arriving and
crews starting the daunting task of
trying to clean and dry the boat and
their gear, the welcoming team
bringing down the traditional case of
beer to each arriving yacht, friends and
family waiting to greet the grotty
sailors and the tourists there to catch a
bit of the excitement.

The race was done, but Hobart in the
holiday season has no shortage of
character, festivities and, of course
rum. It was three days and two hours
after we left Sydney harbour, and all of
us were keen to get the celebrations
under way.
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